Drug Discovery Toxicology Specialty Section webinar: Insightful tips for career planning

Organized by

• **Marie Lemper** ([marie.lemper@ucb.com](mailto:marie.lemper@ucb.com))
  Associate Director Non-Clinical Safety Lead, NCSE, UCB

• **Monica Langley** ([monicareeneelangley@gmail.com](mailto:monicareeneelangley@gmail.com))
  Senior Research Fellow, Physical Medicine & Rehabilitation, Mayo Clinic

Reminder! SOT 2021 will unfortunately be virtual again BUT we will try to organize mentoring lunch and reception virtually!

*Stay Tuned—More to Come!!!*
Insightful tips for career planning

Presenters:

Lauren Celano  
Co-founder and CEO  
Propel Careers

Lorna Ewart  
Executive Vice President of European Scientific Liaison  
Emulate

Sucheta Mukherjee  
Toxicologist  
Aligos Therapeutics, Inc.
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Presenters:

- Co-founder and CEO of Propel Careers, a life science search and career development firm in Boston
- Worked with > 50 companies to help them hire talent and with thousands of students, postdocs, medical residents and professionals to advance their careers
- Before Propel, she spent about 10 years in life sciences advancing drug molecules and helping to evaluate safety, tox, and DMPK parameters through SNBL USA, Aptuit, Quintiles, and Absorption Systems.
- Vice-Chair on the Board of MassBioEd and the Advisory Boards of the Boston University School of Public Health Pharmaceuticals Program, the Professional Science Masters Program at Framingham State University and NE GWISE.
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Presenters:

- Executive Vice President of European Scientific Liaison at Emulate, a leading Organ-Chip biotechnology company headquartered in Boston, USA
- Leads the R&D and Applied BioScience organizations as well as heading the European operations
- Prior to joining Emulate, Lorna spent 20 years at AstraZeneca working in preclinical efficacy and safety teams before finally establishing their Microphysiological Systems Centre of Excellence
- Fellow of the British Pharmacological Society and Royal Society of Biology

Lorna Ewart
Executive Vice President of European Scientific Liaison
Emulate
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Presenters:

• Toxicologist at Aligos Therapeutics, Inc.
• Designs and oversees nonclinical toxicology programs for Aligos small molecule and oligonucleotide discovery and development programs
• Sucheta obtained her doctorate in Pharmacology/Toxicology from University of California, Davis in 2015 and was a DoD Horizon Award postdoctoral fellow at University of California, San Francisco from 2016-2019
• Member of SOT and DDTSS since 2012

Sucheta Mukherjee
Toxicologist
Aligos Therapeutics, Inc.
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Questions?

Visit our website Drug Discovery Toxicology Specialty Section webpage and join us!

Do not forget to submit

→ your paper for our Paper of the Year Award
deadline 11th January 2021 to Connie Wu (wu.kai@gene.com)

→ your poster for the Student and Postdoctoral Fellow Poster Competition
deadline 7th February 2021 to Pankajini Mallick (pankajini.mallick@gmail.com)